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Blood donations exceed goals Kluver

equips

locates

student

medallion

leaders

BRANDON

STEPHEN GIRDNER

WALLACE

Sta^ Writer

Sta^ Writer
The power of a leader is
immeasurable when she is fully

After only two day's worth
of clues, the second annual

Medallion Search, sponsored by

equipped.
The ADVANCE Leadership

the Student Alumni Council

(S.A.C.), ended when Randy

Development Program is
designed to provide all students
with basic leadership skills to

K l u v e r. s e n i o r, f o u n d t h e m e d a l

empower them today and tomor

lion and claimed the $200 prize.
This year's Medallion

r o w .

Search was different from last

"ADVANCE is designed to
help students identify their lead
ership skills and how to put those
sMWs mto practice whWe at

JENNIFER HEFNER

Senior Paul Gramenz prepares to give blood during tfie fall blood drive last
TYiurs. in WiieeVer. Donations totaled 187 pints of blood.

George Fox," says Scott Wade,
d i r e c t o r.

BETH

A committee of seven stu

dents: Andrea Schmidgall, Bret

Rogers, Hannah Laughland,

TEMPLETON

Assistant Editor

year's Medallion Search. This
year the committee, who has
been working on this event since
July, decided to try new ways of
distributing the clues.
"The biggest difference this

seven students, staff, and faculty
donated a total of 187 pints of
blood which could potentially

the fact that the goal was raised
such a short time prior to the day
of the drive," said Val Orton,

said Scott Box, S.A.C. advisor.

save 748 l i ves.

campus nurse."Also, the long

"We learned a good lesson this

year was the use of pictures,"

The George Fox community
came out in force last Thursday,
Oct. II, to donate blood. One

Organizers started out with a

waits have been the case for

goal of 130 pints of blood. This

every blood drive the American

year, and thanks to Randy, we
know that a picture is really

number was based on the number

Red

since

w o r t h a t h o u s a n d w o r d s . To o

month after the World Trade

of participants in the Spring

Center attacks, the American Red

Blood Drive. Due to the number

increase the awareness of the stu

Cross is still in need of donations

of people who signed up, the pint

dent body about ADVANCE

to replenish their supplies.

goal was raised to 185 about a
week prior to the drive.
The overwhelming response

many words, said or unsaid, is
dangerous in a search like this."
One of the biggest questions
on people's minds is how Kluver

the Red Cross did not have a

September 11. Everyone was
very patient."
"Giving blood is a way of
helping others," said Desiree
Haywood, freshman. "It is giving
of yourself. Even though it takes
a bit of time to fully recuperate, it
is a very good feeling to know
that I've contributed in a special

chance to increase their staff.

way."

Emily Condie. Scott Burkhart,
Kate Metier, and Kalina

Campbell work to plan and
organize workshops throughout
the

semester

and

work

to

opportunities as well.

The Red Cross has been on

A D VA N C E c o n s i s t s o f f o u r

"yellow alert" since last

leadership development activi
ties, open to all students. The

Christmas—only providing about
70 percent of hospitals' needs for
blood. Until recently, the Red
Cross had only a two-day blood

first, Interactive Workshops

taught by GFU faculty, staff,
administrators, and community
members are offered weekly.
"The workshops I have
attended have been great learn

ing and stretching experiences."
says Liesl McWhorter, sopho
more. "The speakers have pre
sented information in an interac

tive way, providing you with tan

supply available. Now they have
a 10-day supply.
Two hundred and twenty-

LISA

DELZER

Staff Writer
Newberg: the quaint, lovely

l e a d e r. "

little town we have all chosen to

The second facet is Outdoor
Education. These events cur

embrace for our four years of uni
versity training.
But if the dorm is beginning

rently consist of ropes course
experiences at Tilikum, but
adventure trips will be added in
the spring of 2002.
"The ropes course is a great

way to build leadership skill,"
says Sarah Welstad, sophomore.

"In the process of completing the

See ADVANCE, page 2

contributed to the long wait as

Most participants had to wait
1.5-2 hours.

"The wait was in part due to

has

had

was able to find the medallion so

quickly. According to Kluver,
there were two things that led
h i m t o t h e m e d a l l i o n : t h e fi r s t

day's picture and two phrases

The Red Cross will be back
in mid-March for another blood
drive.

See Medallion, page 3

Affordable apartments hope to revitalize downtown

gible results to walk away with
and work on as you grow as a

so close to the date of the drive

Cross

to feel a little small, married life

Consisting of a studio, kitchen,
master bedroom, and bathroom,
each one contains hardwood

fioors, maple cabinets, fir doors,
a stove and refrigerator in the
kitchen - not to mention sky
lights soaking up the sun.
Erin May-Tovin, a 2001

graduate of Linfield, is currently
living in one of the two studios

stay in Newberg indefinitely have
come one's way, discover the

already being rented. While talk
ing, her eyes light up when asked
about her first apartment:
"If I ever pictured some

newest apartments to grace

thing, the perfect apartment, this

Newberg's image.

is it!" she said.

has birthed dreams of a little

more freedom, or opportunities to

JHNNIFI-R HHPNLR

Loft apartments provide affordable downtown living.

Resting above White's

Catering to students, new

Collectibles and Festivities!, Joan

size.

and Jules Drabkin have remod

graduates, and newlyweds but
open to everyone, these apart

eled the upper level to create 12

ments arc affordable at $575-

gallery, across the street from See Newberg, page 12

beautiful new apartments.

$675 each month, depending on

Higher Ground, and overlooking

Next to the Thomas Kinkadc
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Meet the Crescent Editorial Staff
D AV I D A A N K E N Y

You won't regret it.

owned a lama named Quincy and two pygmy goats. We'd
take them for walks around the block and meet the neigh

ERIN

bors."

chocolate. Top it off with a little 2 percent milk and stir.

BROWN

Editor in Chief

Davida Brown is a Chemistry major with a minor in
Mathematics from Newberg, OR. She likes to watch
baseball, spend long hours in the lab, and do home

NEWBERRY

AHRIENNE nORSEY

Opinion Editor

Erin Newberry is a junior Writing/Literature major
with a Drama minor from Gladstone, OR (aka

improvement projects with her husband.
She is a meat and potatoes kind of girl, explaining
why her favorite meal is meatloaf (not from the Bon).
Favorite verse: Many waters cannot quench love;
rivers cannot wash it away. If one were to give all the

Happyrock). She enjoys playing ultimate frisbee, swing
dancing, surfing, avoiding shark bites, and watching Star
Wars and Anne of Green Gables.

She craves mango sherbet from the Bon. "It's sher-

Copy Editor

Adrienne Dorsey is a senior Writing/Literature major

and Business minor from Dayton. Ore. She is beginning
to feel the onset of senioritis!

"Thankfully I do not have to eat at the Bone any

more, but I agree with Ernie that their breakfast foods
were usually good."

wealth of his house for love, it would be

Dorsey's favorite verse is

utterly scorned. Song of Songs 8:7
BETH

Romans 12:12.

TEMPLETON

B e t h Te m p i e t o n i s a B u s i n e s s

A random fact about
me...let's see...I don't like Los

Management major with Writing/Literature

Angeles International Airport,"

Assistant Editor

and Spanish minors from Portland. OR.

says Dorsey.

She enjoys mountain climbing, hiking, ski
ing, running, the beach, and writing.

TODD

KIMBALL

Her favorite meal in the Bon includes

Business Manager
To d d K i m b a l l i s a j u n i o r

salad, rice, carrots, and more carrots. She

Accounting and Business

has been known to turn orange from time to

Management major who plans to
begin his career in Public

time from too many carrots!

Favorite Verse: The Lord is with you,
he is mighty to save. He will take great
delight in you, he will quiet you with his
love, he will rejoice over you with singing.

Accounting, eventually head into

corporate financial management,
and says it is his ultimate goal to
"take over the world".

Zephaniah 3:17

Todd's greatest pasttimes include

JESSICA HOWARD

basketball, water-skiing and the

Layout Editor

occasional hike in the woods.

Jessica Hovvard is a Communication

His favorite verse and words

Arts and Spanish double major from
Portland. OR. She enjoys basketball, vol

to live by forever is John 14:1
Jesus says, "Do not let your

leyball, rugby, and kneeboarding. Her
favorite food in the Bon is Death By
Chocolate ice cream, and she likes dancing,

hearts be troubled. Trust in God,

camping, hiking, art, travel, and the

Communications Director

trust also in me."
JOHN

Oiilback Steakhousc.

John

H o w a r d c a n c o m p l e t e t h e R u b i k ' s C u b e r y, . ^ o * . e e e • ^ • r n ' n

trying to come up with an acceptabie nick- Clockwise from left to right: Dorscy, Mock, Newberry, Tempieton, Felton,
n a m e f o r E r n i e . K i m b a l l , B r o w n , H o w a r d , G e r v a i s , S t u r z i n ^ e r.
Jessica's favorite passage is Joshua
1:5-9.

bet, not sherbert," she said.
STURZINGER

N e w b e r r y ' s fa v o r i te v e r s e s te m s fr o m Th e

Sports Editor

Ernie Sturzinger is an Athletic Training/Fitness
Management major from Keizer, OR. He enjoys intramurals, rock climbing, camping, and reading. He is the

third generation of the name Ernie in his family.

Message's version of Hebrews 12:1. "Strip down and

Felton

is

a

Communication Arts major from
Hi/lsboro, OR. He enjoys spend
ing time with friends, playing
basYelbaW, and watching sports
and The Simpsons.

in 3.5 minute., or less. However, she is still ^1"= Crescent Staff poses for a picture in front of the Brum Bear.

ERNIE

F E LTO N

"The only reason John has ever written anything for
The Crescent is just to see his name in print," says house
m a t e a n d c o - w o r k e r To d d K i m b a l l .

Felton saw there was an opportunity to be involved

run."
CAROLINA

and felt that this position best matched his strengths,

G E RVA I S

A&E Editor

Carolina Gervais is an Organizational

experiences, and interests.
MELANIE

MOCK

Sturzinger also enjoys shooting down Jessica's nickname

Communications major and Art minor from Walla Walla,

Advisor

ideas.

WA. She enjoys writing poetry, painting, drawing, going
to plays, concerts and art galleries, and hiking.
As the A&E editor, Gervais wants to give credit to

erature who lives in Dundee with her husband Ron and
her black lab, Flannery.

His favorite meal of the day in the Bon is breakfast.
"The eggs are good, and the hashbrowns and potatoes are

Melanie Mock in an assistant professor of writing lit
She thinks anything made at the Bon is good since

the talented writers, artists, actors, musicians and film

incredible," he said.

Ernie's advice for school: have a glass of hot chocalate with each meal. Add a little cream from the blue box
and a little from the green box. then add a lot of hot

makers on our campus. There is art happening all around
us. Go forth and enjoy it!

A random fact about Gervais: "My family once

she didn't make it henself. In her spare time, she enjoys
running, playing soccer, and falling asleep in front of the
T V.

ADVANCE; interactive workshops, outdoor experiences foster growth
Continued from page 1

cour.se, you learn how to lead, lis

sists of a weekend serve project
in the surrounding community.

ship knowledge to practice. Wade

come. Everyone is welcome any

wants to emphasize that students

time."

Tw o o f t h e s e a r e h e l d e a c h

can decide how much they want

s e m e s t e r.

to get involved.

ten. and follow. You also learn

The final activity is a

how to work together in a group.
The atmosphere highlights differ
ent aspects of leadership that are

Capstone Project. Student create

not evident in other discussions."

gram. The purpose of the
Capstone Project is to give stu
dents a chance to put their leader

a project that applies the knowl
edge they have gained in the pro

Service Learning is the third
facet of ADVANCE. This con

"I think the biggest miscon
ception people have about the
program is that if they go to one.
the are committed forever," he

says. "The program is designed

to be simple and flexible. If a

workshop sounds interesting.

There is, however, a creden

tial program available. The cre
dential program awards students

program at any time while at

George Fox will be honored at a
special reception and awarded a
certificate and letter of recom

who have attended eight work

shops, completed two community

service projects and an outdoor
education activity, as well as a
capstone project.

Students who complete this

mendation.

For more information, check

out the ADVANCE Leadership
folder on Foxmail, or contact
Scott Wade at Advance.leader-

ship@georgefox.edu or 5542314.

OAVIDA ANKENY BROWN, Editor-in-Chief
BETH S. TEMPLETON, Assistant Editor

ERNIE J. STURZINGER, Sports Editor
CAROLINA S. GERVAIS, A&E Editor

ERIN M. NEWBERRY, Opinion Editor

adrienne m. dorsey r"'

melanie S Mocfr '

JOHNR.FELSNC'oCommuni
m cations Director

LJirector

The Crcsccnl encourages reader response
seand
andparparticipalion lirough letters to the editors. Letters should be typewritten i
bul your name can be willihcld by requc.sl. We reserve the right

Wc n:»crvc ,he righ, cdi, for clru-i.y and space. Send your leters to The Cresec™ a"'"' ueceo, uusie„„.,
Crescent Staff folder.

letters.
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Rickey named Miss Oregon, appears on 'Millionaire'
BETH TKMPKETON

Rickie discov

tests," said Rickey. "But when 1
was approached and asked to par

pant in the SMART program-

Assistant Editor

ered that she
was

new

ticipate in one and realized the

Miss Oregon

This program was founded by
former Oregon Governor Neil
Goldschmidt and encourages

the

Rickey. From being named first

testant on "Who

runner-up in the Miss Oregon

Wants to Be a

scholarship aspect, my interest
was sparked. It's a great opportu
nity to give back to your commu
nity and further your career. I
aLso enjoyed the showbiz pan of

Pageant in July, to being crowned

Millionaire."

it."

It has been a whirlwind of

whirlwinds for sophomore Heidi

Miss Oregon this month when

and that she was
a n o f fi c i a l c o n

Katie Hannan. the original recip

a

Rickey will receive a $2,000

total shock,"

cash award as well as a wardrobe

ient of the title, was crowned

said Rickey. "It

Miss America, to an appearance

allowance with her new title. She

took some time

received $4,000 as first runner-

on

a

to digest it all.

up.

Millionaire," the Fall of 2001 is

Everything hap
pened so fast."
Rickey's
taping of "Who

"Who

Wants

to

Be

one that will not soon be forgot
ten.

"This has been the busiest

time of my life," said Rickey.

"It

was

M i l l i o n a i r e "

worth it."

Although she

Oregon Pageant in July. Rickey
a u d i t i o n e d f o r " W h o Wa n t s t o B e
a Millionaire."

After a grueling 10-hour
wait in a line of 1,100 people,
Rickey took an eight-minute 20
question multiple choice test.
Out of the 175 in her group, 15
were asked to make one-minute

audition tapes that were sent to

aired Oct. 4.

frthThr^t!Hed
i iRcikeydsicusseshernewo
l \eas^
Rickey said it Miss Oregon as well as her experience

was an incredi- on *Who Wants to be a Millionaire."
ble experience.
dwell on that. It was truly a
"I fell in love with New
memorable experience and I
York," she said. "Everything
would love to try it again."
went so fast. We were at the stu

dio from 11 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. the
Tuesday before the show was
aired. I was a bundle of nerves

N e w Yo r k . T h e fi n a l c o n t e s t a n t s

on the first fastest finger. After

w e r e m a i l e d a c a r d t h a t n o t i fi e d

that I was fine.

them of their acceptance; howev
er, the date of the taping was not

fastest finger, I was only one-half

known.

second behind the man who won.

Within a week and a half.

emphasizes that the pageant is
what you make of it.
"If you want to focus on the

Wants to Be a

"But also one of the best. The
hectic schedule has all been

Ten days after the Miss

While many people sec pag
eants as a beauty contest, Rickey

"On the second and last

I was disappointed, but I don't

Rickey is not a newcomer to
pageants. She was crowned Miss
Lincoln County in 2000. This
past spring she won Miss Yamhill
County and then proceeded to the
state competition and was named
first runner-up to Harman.
"I used to be the type of per
son who bashed pageant con

Start Making a Reader Today.

people to spend one hour a week
reading with children.
"My goal is to get the
SMART program into every
county in the state," said Rickey.
"1 want to take this very strong
program and expand it."
October 20, Rickey will be
crowned the new Miss Oregon by
Harman. Her schedule has quick
ly filled up with a variety of
speaking engagements and talk
shows, including an appearance
on the Portland-based television

beauty aspect of it, you can," said
Rickey. "I love the stage, but
beauty shouldn't be the focus and

show AM Northwest. She will

it doesn't have to be."

Oct. 27.

Each contestant in the pag
eant promotes a platform of their
choice. Rickey has decided to
advocate child literacy.
"I was a teacher's aid in high
school and graded a lot of
papers," said Rickey. "I was
shocked at the poor quality of
work done by students oilly a
year younger than I, Once stu
dents are in high school, it's
much harder to improve basic lit
erary skills. I believe you need to
catch them when they're
younger."
Rickey is an active partici

also be the master of ceremonies
a t a b e n e fi t f o r R u s s i a n c h i l d r e n

"I will have a number of

public speaking engagements
throughout the state weekly,"
said Rickey. "In order to focus
my time and do this job well, I
am going to take spring semester
off."

ABC Pageants is looking for
candidates for the upcoming
Miss Oregon pageant Nov. 17-18
in Portland. If you are interested,
contact ABC Pageants at: 3829
N E Ti l l a m o o k , P o r t l a n d , O R

97212, by calling (503)249-2945
or
by
e-mail
at
abcpageants@aoI.com.

Medallion: search to foster SAC involvement, alumni connection
Continued from page 1

this year on the backside wall of

S.A.C. for sponsoring the
event and for setting up

Wood-Mar on the comer closest

the reward, which is to

to Hoover. It was duct-taped to
the wall in a Scotch tape box just
behind the ivy.

say is quite a bit of
money for a simple col
lege student. Much

The medallion was hidden

from the clues, which read "the

mists of history blur the way" and
"yet affixed it be, non-distilled,
and dark at night."
"When I was looking for the

medallion, 1 originally was think

ing Lemmons because of the first
picture." Kluver said. "But that

For those who remember

thanks!"

The process of plan

where Gregg Lamm's office was
last year, the medallion was just

ning for this annual event

above one of the windows look

takes a lot of time and

ing into Lamm's former office.

effort.

Now that Kluver is $200

"The

S.A.C.

has

made no sense at all and as I
started towards Lemmons, I kept

richer, he has a special way of

been blessed with some

thinking affixed. Affixed? What

using his money. Kluver plans on
spending the money only as

key servants who have
given hours upon hours
of unpaid time to this
event and many of our

is it affixed to? I don't know if it

was supposed to mean a wall, or
what, but something clicked in

my mind with history and
a f fi x e d .

"I thought, 'Wood-Mar is an
old building, and I remember it
was failing over or something to
that effect, so George Fox built
EHS and braced Wood-Mar to

keep it from toppling. After
looking for awhile around WoodMar. I found the medallion."

needed, trying to save it and
make it last as long as possible.
"I don't really know what I

other events.

BRANDON

want to spend on it yet," Kluver

"This was an S.A.C. medallion, which Randy is holding,

said, "I haven't thought about it
enough."
Even though Kluver is

event and they all pulled

unsure of what he wants to do

with his money, he wanted to say
a few words to those who spon
sored the event.

"I really need to thank the

Music Instructors
needed

) for fun music
studio:

it off."

Even though the Medallion
Search lasted only two days, the
S.A.C. considers it a success.

program.s/cvcnts such as Dinner
for Eight, Turkey Bowl, Senior

Pifficp fan: 503-682-9829

medallion in the Hess Creek

Salute, and Courtside Chaos.

canyon.
Now that Kluver has found

The bottom line is that we want

the 2001 medallion at Wood-Mar,

"It is particularly exciting to
sec that nearly 400 people down
loaded the clue explanation guide

to establish a connection to, and

the title of Medallion Search win

an undcnstanding of, the word

following the event," Box said.

before he/she actually becomes

ner is passed on to him.
The S.A.C. has many other
events coming in the following

one."

months. Look for more informa

to encourage students to become

During last year's Medallion
Search Ryan Blanchard and

tion soon on foxmail. If you have
further questions, contact Scott

involved in other annual S.A.C.

David Mickelson found the 2000

Box.

"The S.A.C. desires to use
events like the Medallion Search

'alumni' in each .student's mind

Foxhole A/ow 0^)en

Correction

^•'Tice
A,

;vr

on

In the Oct. 4 issue of The

"

Crescent, the arti

cle introduciing
the class represen

including...

Piano and Voice

WALLACli

Box said. Scott Box hands Randy Kluver his $200 check after verifying

tatives featured

<5-

niciif.

P/iofo by Jemufer liepner

the wrong picture
for Megan Hinkle. Hinklcisonc
of two freshman class represen
tatives. The Crescent apologizes
for this mistake.
I s s u e 4 Vo l . C X V I I I
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OPINION
From the Pen

Students

of the President

Religious

Senior climate

calls for gray skies
JEFF

in Egypt offer insight

conflicts, conclusions

m a t t g e r b e r
Guest Writer

Until a few weeks ago, the

land of agnosticism was a notso-distant horizon.

I have spent four weeks
and immersing myself in, the
religion of Islam. In mosques I

ASC President

There is just something about a change in weather that
changes one's outlook on life. Take for instance our own sudden
snap into the reality of the Northwest. Several of my very good
friends arc deeply disheartened by the changing skies and the
mass amounts of moisture they bring.

Looking longingly into the sky, Courtney wearily reflected,
"If Crayola made a crayon that matched the color of the sky today
it would be called 'depths of depression gray.'"
I for one am not one of those who, as soon as the weather

changes, wants to enroll at Point Loma, but the change does alter
my outlook - especially as a senior.

You see, my friends, for a senior the change in the seasons
signifies something far greater than differentiating weather pat
terns, it means our undergraduate clock is indeed ticking away. I
am continually, reminded that I won't be coming back here next
year (duh, Jeff), but suddenly the certainty that comes with return
ing to campus every summer is being yanked away. My Sunday
evening conversations with my parents only add to the trauma.
"So, Jeff, have you given anymore thought as to what you
want to do after school?" Dad Kirksey questions. All I can say is,

"Yes!" Day and night, 24-7, that question runs through my mind.
The one thing that encourages me is knowing that I'm not alone
(Word to my indecisive senior brothers and sisters!).

Wasn't it easy when you were little? We all wanted to be fire
men or princesses, dads or moms, or sand box construction work
ers or pet shop owners. It was so simple. I, Mr. Non-science,
even seriously considered paleontology as a second-grader.
Back then, you could be just about anything, but now there are so

have observed their worship

practices and over meals they
have shared with me their hearts.

Is it hopeless? No. Overwhelming? Sometimes. All things
considered, we will make it. Every year the decisions get a little
tougher, what college to attend, what to major in, and now where
to lake the next step.

The one thing that I know for sure is that God will see us
through. It may sound trite, but He's got the best track record of

any I've ever put my trust in. So seniors hang in there. Live the
bit of college you have left. We in leadership desperately need
you, so don't check out yet.

To all you folks moving up through the rank, know what's
coming and that it is okay. Commit your plans to the Lord and He
will see you through. Thanks for letting me process this all here
in front of you. Godblc.ssall!

have been to admit it-has been

spective open to those new
insights that allow for greater

God, Christians or Muslims?
The answer-as reluctant as I

struggle occurs when seeing both
the love Muslims continue to

show me and the lack of rever-

tures, my core values remain

Thus, based on my desire

concise and steadfast.
1 choose Jesus Christ, not as

and assumption that all God
fearing and holy law-abiding

sivity of following Jesus as a
means to pacify my own aching

inner

understanding of people and cul

Muslims.

positive traits that my personal

the "safe bet." but as the perfect

people may enter heaven, I had

embodiment of that which the
Lord has convicted me to strive
for: love, wisdom, patience and

out recognizing the solidarity he

requires for salvation. I had been

servant leadership among men.

Through the illumination of
Christ, I have come to unapolo-

getically live out my world view

for Muslims friends-no, brothers
-to exist in the eternal, promised

of religion: it is not necessary to

define my faith through disprov

place.
The resolution I have

ing that of others.

Cairo, Egypt: a whole new world
JACOB

KUNTZ

Guest Writer
My time in Egypt has been

from washing clothes this after

of repentance some monk carved

n o o n .

out of the mountain centuries ago

and thought about the time I have

The Sisters are amazing, car

in this life.

ing people. Just don't try to take

not done, not even halfway

This last weekend I traveled

I am happy to be here, so
very proud to be in this place

through, but I have been affected
so might/y by this experience. I

to the Sinai, a stretch of desert

now, in these times of war. The

and mountain.s with a few vaca

people don't make distinctions

wish I could only express it in

tion spots. I sat on the beach for

between the United States and

a couple days and roasted myself

the individual citizen. When they

to a charred crisp, and then

speak to me, all of their frustra

decided to climb Mt. Sinai, at

tion comes out; they are angry.

Saint Katherine's monastery.
We left at 11 p.m. on the last

an incredible experience. I'm

words.

many factors that must be considered.

new and often daunting ques
tions. Yet while I leave my per

willing to compromise the exclu

and

edge, only to peer up at a host of

more aligned with the will of

faith. And it is with these many
c o n fl i c t a r i s e s .

It is not easy to gain knowl

tinually asked myself: who is

accepted the diety of Christ with

c o n fl i c t

articulated in three words; "work
in progress."

refrain from judgement, dunng
these past few weeks I have con

I have developed an appreciation
for their ho.spitality, fondness for
their sense of social responsibili
ty and sincere respect for the
devotion they exhibit for their

This

is justified could most aptly be

Regardless of my effort to

exploring the fundamentals of,

KIRKSEY

arrived at on the matter of why it

ance that has crept into Western
Christianity as a who e.

I am taking Arabic language
courses, as well as several semi

their picture.

Once a week 1 work for a

to the foot of Mt. Sinai and then

Sister of Charity Old Folks Home

climbed it under the moon. Wc

They do not understand why the
United State supports Israel, why
the United States supports a
nation that is killing their people.
One man 1 spoke to shook with

in the center of Cairo, and I tttke

reached the top at 3 a.m. and

emotion.

care of the older gentlemen

watched the sun rise at 5 a.m.

nar studies on the local culture,

religion and political systems.
It's been amazing.

night in Sinai and traveled by taxi

1 ctmnot describe this experi

What do they see that we do

street. I wash their clothes, take

ence. even now 1 feel like I could

not? I can only listen. 1 am pow
erless to stop this tide. I am one

them to the bathroom and try not

sit up there forever, that coming

man. only here for a short time.

to get yelled at in Arabic. My

down was of some great sacrifice

May God grant you wisdom
and the fortitude to look deeper.

whom the sisters found on the

hands are actually sore right now

forme. I walked the 3,000 steps

Fine art fraud: a promising sculpture critically lacking
DAN

WILLIS

Guest Writer
What is true art? What

Now 1 will warn eveiyone

artist. Not only that, I think it

fit the area, and sticks out like a

whose hearts are near and dear to

should add to its environment. It

this sculpture. This sculpture is
not a favorite of mine, and my

should improve on the surround

sore thumb. When I see a sculp

makes some art good and some
b a d ? S o m e t i m e s I w o n d e r. 1

know that what I think art is may
not be the same as the "set rule."

Maybe I am extra picky when it
comes to art, or maybe I just look
at art for what it truly is and not
for what it might be.
1 am sure everyone reading
this has now seen the sculpture in
the middle of campus. It is titled

Vi

111

.lENNlFER HLPNER

not have to ask people if it is sup
posed to be good. It should make
me think about more than the fact

that it is killing the grass under
neath it.

think: I wondered if people were
being too quick to judge, because
I felt the same way and I did not

want to make the wrong conclu
sion prematurely. The topic has
also been brought up to some of

my professors, but they tended to

"Centered," which makes refer

Centered: Roger

ence to a Quaker philosophy
about centering yourself in order

Feldman's art sculpture.

to focus and concentrate on what

a r t i c l e w i l l r e fl e c t i t . W h e n I

God is speaking to you. It sounds
like a very good topic to use. for a
sculpture at George Fox. Well,

think of art, I think of certain

Well, I could talk all day
about how the repeated shapes

things it should reflect. It should

used in the piece and how the

reflect the artist's talents (creativ

negative space creates new

choosing a good topic does not
always make the art good.

ity and skill). I also think it

shapes in the piece and gives it a
whole different meaning. I have

just talk about the design quali

ties and how they work for the
piece.

should reflect the passion of the

ture, I should know it is art, and

ings.
I have heard many opinions
of students around campus about
this artwork, and many of them
are negative. That made me

So what is my point? My
JliNNlFBR HEFNER

A view of the sculpture

from its inner sanctuary.
heard ail of that. All I want to

know is if it is good. When you

look at it do you think it is good
or bad?

point is this: you should not have
to analyze a piece of art to death
to know it is good. It should not

require a master's degree to be
able to tell good art from bad.
Everyone should be able to just
see it. I should never confuse art

This sculpture is not good art
to me. It looks thrown together
which makes it look like it took
ittle skill and creativity to make
It. Because of this, we have a sad-

with something I would throw in

lookmg sculpture sitting in the

something "fine art" should

middle of our campus. It does not

the garbage, but I often find
myself doing that.
I think people have forgotten
what art should be. Calling
never be an excuse for doing
poor work.
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Alcohol at GFU: does it have a place?
Saying no out of obedience Alcohol policy legalistic
STEPHF.N GIRONRR
Stajf Writer
All of us should be aware

but does your drinking affect
others?
We are called to avoid

ERIN

NEWBERRY

Opinion Editor

that George Fox has a very

the appearance of evil. Most

Each student at George

strong policy against alcohol.

of us can agree that getting
drunk is wrong and that

drinking is how one gets

Fox signs a lifestyle contract
when enrolling that states he or
she will comply with the

drunk.

school's substance abuse poli

Therefore, by drinking,
you are automatically associ
ating yourself with those who
are drunk, whether you con
trol your drinking or not.
When you walk into a bar,

c y.

I can completely understand
and support this stand, but I

can't understand why there
^re so many who think it is

I.sn't it as sinful to worry and
not trust as to play and never
work? All types of excessiveness

are

shunned.

Drunkenness is sinful. Giving
oneself over to the control of a

point. Does George Fox not

prohibited from using alcoholic
beverages on or off campus for
as long as that student attends

are growing into responsible

the school.

that the school would trust our

are many ways alcohol can

you may not be going to get
drunk, but to anyone who
sees you it appears that way.
We go to a Christian

distract us from the path of

school, and we are therefore

righteousness that God has
callbd us to.

it.

This is a Christian uni
versity, and as Christians it is
our responsibility to take a
stand against that which dis
tracts us from Christ. There

First of all. alcohol dam

ages the mind and causes peo
ple to do things they would
not do when they are sober.
As

Christians.

our

actions should be governed

I signed this policy. Did I

believe in its students? If we

adults via what we learn

while here, doesn't it follow

As Christians, the rules

Do 1 feel alcohol can be dan

that govern our lives shouldcome from his Word. If I'm

set apart in the eyes of the

gerous? Yes. Have I seen
friends and family destroyed by

community. Every person that

alcohol? Yes. Do 1 feel the uni

attends this school is consid

versity has a right to restrain
legal-age students from con
suming a glass of wine offcampus? No.
1 disagree with aspects of
the university's alcohol policy.

If those of us who are
considered to be Christians

appear to be drunkards, we
will be sending the message
Alcohol has been a taboo for
by our desire to live a right
eous life for Christ and not by that drit\kit\g is not wrong. ! many Christians for many
a controlling substance.
This makes Christians
years. We have come to avoid it
like a plague. There is a prob
Second, it is illegal for seem like hypocrites to those
lem with this.
many of us on campus to who have heard over and over
from Christians that drinking
Alcohol is not wrong.
drink. For those of us who are
is wrong. Therefore, by drink
under 21. there should be no
Abusing alcohol is wrong. The
danger lies not in the substance,
question on the issue. God ing, we are hindering others
, but in the person. Why are
commands us to obey civil from knowing Christ.
Yes. I believe it is wrong
Christians worried about alcolaws.
for
George
Fox
students
to
!
hoi?
There is nothing to fear in
Okay, so not everybody
drink, and it would be totally I an inanimate beverage when
that drinks is under 21. And
Jesus is the guide of our spirits.
not all legal drinkers get wrong for George Fox to not
Ye t w e s h u n t h o s e w h o
take a stand against drinking.
drunk. Does that make con
d
r
i
n
k w i n e f o r d i n n e r, c o n
So
if
you
must
drink,
trolled drinking right? I say it
vinced
that they are the vilest of
doesn't.
please separate yourself from
sinners.
the
George
Fox
community.
You may be able to keep
Everything in moderation.
alcohol from affecting you,

on the clock tower
lawn?"
It was designed to create a center
for the campus and as a reflection of
Quaker Heritage.
Many students helped artist Roger

Discussions have arisen about it

and defined opinions are rampant.
When asked about campus's new
artistic addition, "Centered,"...

What would your

judgement?

agree with it? Not on your life.

ered to be a Christian by most
in the community.

sculpture, "Centered/

substance is replacing God. F e l d m a n c o n s t r u c t t h e w o r k a n d a l l
Self-control is the key.
have seen it, situated in front of
This leads to my next M i n t h o r n H a l l .

Part of the policy says that
an undergraduate student is

necessary to complain about

"Do you like the art

following his Word, then
everything I do should fall
within the school's guidelines.
But, concerning alcohol, this
is not true. God does not say
it's a sin to drink. He says be

answer be?
"If it's supposed to be used for
prayer and meditation, I really
don't like it, because it's so...cold

and impersonal."
■Tu M a P a v s e n o
Junior

wise.
1 do not feel the alcohol

"In the midst of life's chaos, it is a

policy should be canceled alltogether. This is a dry campus
and it should stay that way.
What I want to change is the
rule that prohibits legal-age
students from consuming
alcohol, off campus, during
the school year or the summer.

wonderfitl haven where people can

Alcohol is not such a

has, hut I also think that there may
be a better spot for it to be dis

huge issue in my life that 1 feel
the need to transfer to another
school with a more lenient

go and center their thoughts on
God."

Margaret Potter
Senior

"I appreciate the ae.sthetic value it

played. Not everyone has the same

policy. In fact, I will refrain
completely because of the
lifestyle contract 1 signed. I
can give up alcohol for the
s a k e o f t h e c o m m u n i t y.

taste in art and that should be

Butwhy should I have to?

"At first it drove me crazy, but it
sorta grows on ya."

respected."

Sarah Zempel
Sophomore

Va n e s s a E i s n e r
Senior

"It looks like a pile of old, aban
doned kitchen appliances. It's not

at all like what I thought it would
look like."
■Ta m e s E u b a n k
Jiiniot

"I don't know if I like it or not. I
understand it. I've become used to
it."

■Till Westhurg
Freshman

Out Of the students
and faculty surveyed.

i w t
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T^ste of Thailand cSlcTdi^wn Newberg
C A R O I J N A G E R VA I S

foundings.

A&E Editor
The exotic tastes of the East

just came a little closer to home
with the opening of Golden Leaf

In describing the atmosphere

and pineapple in a sweet and sour

PadSeee
l w,number63,anoode
l

restaurants.

sauce. The rice noodles arc
chewier than Chinese-style noo

able, ranging from $7-$l 1. Most
of the curries, stir fry, seafood
and rice dishes have vegetarian,

The Golden Leaf Thai

dish with egg, broccoli and soy Cuisine's prices are quite reason

sauce was both flavorful and

at the Golden Leaf, one of my
friends said, "I felt like 1 wasn't

pretty to look at.

even in Newberg anymore!" A
pleasant feeling, indeed.

Kra Prao rice dish, number 72,

dles, but have an excellent fl^or.

with chili, egg, onion, and basil

Ice Tea and Thai Ice

I also enjoyed the Kao Pad

The restaurant also serves Thai

chicken, pork, beef, shrimp,

squid or seafood options. Lunch
specials are offered 11 a.m. to

coffee.

Thai Cuisine here in

The iced coffee

Newberg Sept. 15. The

2:30 p.m., Monday through

is sweet with an
unusual, almost

Thai restaurant is at the for
mer location of Louie's

Friday, and 12 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.,
Saturday and Sunday. Dinner is

Chai-like taste. It
was too sweet for

Restaurant, 505 E. First
Street. If you are bored with

served 4 p.m. to 9 p.m., Sunday
through Thursday and 4 p.m. to

my liking, but my

Chinese or Mexican food,

9:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday.

friend really
enjoyed it.

you can now add a little
spice to your palate with the

Chantaraklud has worked in
the Thai restaurant business for

ment of soups and salads,
stir fry, noodle, seafood and

There is much
more on the menu
that 1 am eager to

curry dishes.

get back and try—

Valley for a year and a half before

and I know at least
one friend who
would be happy to

worked in another Thai restaurant

Golden Leaf's wide assort

Having heard positive
reports about the restaurant,
1 grabbed some friends and
sampled the world of Thai
food for myself. The color

join me.
In an effort to

ful meals of fresh meat and

vegetables are complement
ed nicely by the artfully ele
gant setting.

seven years. He owned his own
restaurant in California's Napa

moving to the Portland area. He
in Gresham for about a year and a
half and has now been in

Newberg for two months. Five

describe the joy of
his dining experi

members of his friends and fami

ence he said, "I feel

ly work at the restaurant as well.

warm and loved

Chantaraklud said his restau
rant offers the Newberg commu

Sutun

like I'm wrapped in

nity atmosphere, fresh food and

Chantaraklud redecorated
the restaurant's interior with

a big Thai noodle."

affordable prices. He is pleased

Owner

the help of his sister to ere- . JENNIFER HEPNtR
ate a warm and inviting Golden Leaf Thai Cuisine is open for lunch and dinner on First St.
atmosphere. Walls are

sponge-painted in earth tones and
flowered wall decorations add a
touch of contemporary art.

Stylishly carved wooden-backed
chairs and a striking copper

topped bar in front of the kitchen

contribute to the pleasant sur-

I insisted all of my friends

leaves, although I personally

order something different, and we
ended up eating family style. The

would have ordered it "mild"
rather than "medium" spicy.

chicken Pad Priew Wan, number

45, was my favorite of the dishes

The green curry was my first
experience with curry and even at

we tried. The blend of tomatoes,

"mild" it was too hot for my ten

cucumbers, onions, bell peppers.

der tongue. We also enjoyed the

Chantaraklud

with business so far. Fridays and

said Thai cuisine is
distinctive from

Saturdays are especially busy,

other types of Asian cooking by
its blend of spices and use of
curry and sweet and sour sauces.
He said Pad Thai, made with rice

with customers often having to
wait a few minutes for a table.
He thinks word of mouth adver
tising will continue to draw in
diners.

Chantaraklud warmly invites
noodles, is the most famous Thai
dish among Americans and is George Fox students and staff
extremely popular at all Thai ro"Come and try!"

Artists among us: student filmmaker Suzanne
Santos creates her dreams for the big screen
CAROL BLACKBURN

Staff Writer

Fox theater department look

ing a piece for this spring's Film

absolutely wonderful. Doesn't

Festival. It is about a young mar

she do a fabulous job?

I sat in front of Wood-Mar

Santos comes to us all the

Auditorium waiting for the
famous Suz Santos with my

way from the crossroads section

ried couple whom she describes
as "very rich in love." The film
explores the purity of their love
despite their human faults and

of Bellevue, Washington, "Not to
be mistaken with the ritzy sec

how it survives even after death.

tion," she emphasizes. She origi
nally came to Fox to play basket

"In the past, the idea of the
festival has been to promote stu

ball as well as for the "film stuff,"

dents' work and allow their work

yellow Billabong sweatshirt, the

but the charms of theater (as well

hood up and tied tightly around

as director Carrie Jo Vincent)

her face. "It's cool." she insists.

won

to be shown to a large audience in
the community," said Santos.
"Over ail, it is mostly to see
how your audience responds to

recorder in hand and written

questions at my side.
Then she came, strutting
down the hall wearing a bright

Ah. the joys of being random.

out.

A junior, Santos is majoring

She also has a wonderful room

in communication arts with an

mate who went to make her mac

emphasis in theater arts and com

your work." said Santos. In cre
ating her previous films for the

'11 cheese for dinner. Such is llic

munication media and broadcast.

festival. Santos has tried to tell

pampered life of a filmmaker.

She dreams of being an inde

stories that educate and help peo

pendent filmmaker with her own

ple in particular ways.
The theme for this year's fes
tival and the theater department is
"I speak in dreams."

A n d a fi n e fi l m m a k e r s h e i s .

Santos headed the Fox Film

Festival last year and is involved
this year, although not in an exec

business in the Portland area.

She'd also like to be a part of

utive role. She is also the mar

a company or studio if it is not
too large. "Like Colombia

keting and development intern

Pictures was during the Frank

business, Santos does not want

for the theater department.

Capra days." (For all of us igno
rant people out there, Frank
Capra did It's a Wonderful Life.)

"to be put in a box." She

Her duties include advertis

ing, recruiting, public relations,
and generally making the George

Santos has just finished film-

As a Christian in the movie

explains. "I don't want to be a
hypocrite. I am me, I'm who I

^Suzanne

am."

life—with a good dose of fun mixed in.

She believes

Fraternities • Sororities

fi l m m a k e r s

Clubs • Student Groups

movies for money,

Earn $1,000-S2,000 this semester with the easy

Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates arc filling quickly, so caU
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com.

in

Hollywood make

D A V I DtoAtell stories of truthB and
ROWN
Santos strives

hey Just want to make films, for creative people like herself to

You don't have to make films like
that," Santos said.

"I'm going to make films

tell stories that reflect aspects of
reality, truth and life that people

glamour and materi
alism. "I'm not
about that," she said.

that will help people and that will

"A lot of people
would not be caught
doing stuff [they do
in Hollywood"!.

lot of monev"H° -^°"^ understand other types of

bring some truth to the world.
Tm

nrni-..,Ki,,

.

way

lor

may not often think about.

"For the most part, it is a
way
m e t ofor gme
o to
p l go
a c places
e s a nand
d l feel
eei

for tha't" ' doing u Random facts about Suz:
To

She can
r n efavori
u b play
a isthe
atuba
n d and
theater* .s a way
tet meal
Spaghetti
-O'sher
.h

tu

WWST

Tssue4Vorcaivini
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ovel shows wholeness through family, broken hearts

S E L L V B l L l N S i fi
Staff Writer

me to pick it up and skim the
back cover. I was fortunate to

strike gold. Katie Singer simply
Barnes and Noble can at hits
perfection in her first novel

times seem like a never-ending
'hat perfem

titled The Wholeness of a Broken
Heart. Read the back and I guar

ature that will do more than

antee you will buy it! However,

book! Where is that piece of liter

blessed to encounter Amy Tan in
similar yet very different adven
ture. It is similar in that it is the
story of four generations of

/

—

Corner on

Creativity
Still Wednesday

generations of hardships.
Through the unique voices
of Hannah's grandmother, great
tional mother, we enter into the

ring within us a passion to unrav

early 70s, she clings to the secu

history of generations of strug
gle, strength and hope. The
obstacles of Jewish women living
through the Holocaust are just

el our own ancestral mysteries.

some of the events retold in this

discover what it means to have

eventful plot. The effect of a sin

the wholeness of a broken heart.

explanation, her mother Celia

Don't wait for luck to drop

the perfect book into your lap.
Find this book for yourself and

gle fall trickles down generation

Faith and culture influence Mennonite artist's work
C A R O L I N A G E RVA I S

affect him even today as an artist and

used mundane farming images like a

A&E Editor

Christian.

John Deere tractor and a crescent

For the Christian, it can be a chal

lenge following Jesus' instruction to be
in the world but not of it.

Artist Abner Hershberger explores
this concept in his exhibit Heritage
Works, now on display in the Linclgren
Gallery.
Hershberger grew up in a conser

vative Mennonite community in rural
His church and family stressed simplic
ity and separation from worldly pur

the orange and fragrant Dawn.

suits.

stretching into horizon and heaven
fingers of j-ipening eternity.
Into Vhe sky. into the gray

the secrets that lie within us.

growing up in the late 60s and

Life is ebbing, flowing.
Life is flowering like

fields and mountains before me

alone in the prime of her youth to

Singer makes her readers reflect
on expeditions in life, while stir

North Dakota during the 1930s and 40s.

Alleys behind me,

to generation, revealing the
importance of family and triilh
This is not a light, empty
book that will only entertain, but
rather an intense exploration of

grandmother and her dysfunc

However, as she grows up and
leaves for college, the bond in
which .she found such security is
suddenly severed. Without any

you will find Singer's book a

mysterious and intriguing about
the title of this book that caused

uncover the secrets buried within

aspect and the suspense woven

rity of her mother's love.

her journey. The Joy Luck Club,

Perhaps there is something

fi n d d i f f e r e n t i s t h e h i s t o r i c a l

Hannah Felbcr is a girl

For those who have been

one could finish ten novels!

only daughter. Hannah is left

w o m e n .

me to lure you in.

With all the time spent searching,

shatters the relationship with her

dialect and imaginative ability to
reveal the past. What you will

within the stories of these

for those cynics out there, allow

entertain, but spark that dying
fire within us? Billions of books
with seducing covers pull us in.

women told in their distinct

Primarily an abstract artist,

Hershberger created more representa

tional images for this exhibition. With

bold colors and distinctive repealed
patterns, Hershberger recreates his life

on a Mennonite farm as if the images
are snapshots from his memory.

family and community life and the
more questionable restrictions his
Mennonite faith imposed.

His Mennonite community disap

Many of the artworks are com

posed of three or four large panels of
painted canvas and printed stretched

proved of "worldly" things, from color

paper. To maintain a truthfulness to his
work, Hershberger also took photos

For example, in his piece The Red
Necktie, Hershberger reflects on his
personal reaction to restrictions in

from his family album and created large

His paint and print pieces in

scrcenprinted images of them.
These simplified photographic

Heritage Works reveal how the reli
gious and cultural influences of his past

images are then placed side by side
with other objects from his past. He

The

stretches of sea,

wrench as symbols of a bygone era and
a simpler lifestyle. •
With Heritage Works, Hershberger
reflects on both the positive aspects of

Bruin

ful neckties to artwork.

dress.

Heritage Works is a visiiaiiy pow
erful and thought-provoking exhibit. It
will be on display through Oct. 29.

Break

Room

Home of quick and easy recipes for ttie
busy coiiege student

iny mind moves while feet
and body linger back,

wanting to run and never stop
but pausing
Feeling breeze on face

Trick-free Halloween treats

I breathe life, I taste it...

Coming like the mountains,
coming like the fields.

CARAMEL

to sweeten your holiday

This is the threshhold.

VAT F. R I F. n O R S E Y

This is ray time.

Staff Writer

Expanses are calling,
singing sweet forever.

APPLE

CUPCAKES

Makes 12 jumbo cupcakes
These extra-special cupcakes have a fun appearance, tasty
toppings, and a moist spiced cake underneath. You and
your friends will eagerly gobble them up!

MONSTER

MUNCHIES

Yields I cup

1 18.25 oz. pkg. spice or carrot cake mix

2 cups chopped, peeled, tart apples (such as Granny
Smith)

-Rebecca DuPree

Magically transform squash or pumpkin seeds into a

spellbinding snack with dry ranch salad dressing mix!
1 cup squash or pumpkin seeds, washed and thoroughly

If you would like to share your original poet
ry, short stories or artwork with The
Crescent, please contact the A&E editor,
Carolina Gervais via Foxmail.

dried

2 tablespoons vegetable oil
1 to 2 tablespoons dry ranch salad dressing mix
In a skillet, sautce seeds in oil for 5 min
ules, or until lightly browned. Using a
slotted .spoon, transfer seeds to an

ungreascd 15-in. x lO-in. x i-in.
baking pan. Sprinkle with salad
dressing mix; stir to coat.

Spread in a single
layer.
Bake at 325 F for

10-15 minutes or until

We are a full service family Restaurant

kihave
fSodTS-nu
&^
banquet facilities ^ P Sunday
So come let our new

breakfast

you.

management tearns c37_5097.

503-537-2900, fa*' no Q7132

2818 Portland Rd., Newberg,

20 caramel squares, unwrapped
3 tablespoons milk
1 cup finely chopped pecans (or other favorite nut(s))
12 wooden craft sticks (a.k.a. Popsicle sticks)

crisp. Watch carefully
.so they don't burn.
Store in an airtight
container for up to 3
weeks. Copyright

September 2001,
Taste of Home's:

Quick Cooking mag

Mix cake batter according lo package directions; fold in

apples. Fill 12 greased or paper-lined JUMBO muffin cups
(or about 24 standard muffin cups) 3/4 full. Bake at 350
for 20 minutes or until a toothpick comes out clean. Cool
for 10 minutes before removing from pans to wire
racks to cool completely.

In a saucepan (or in the microwave using
a microwave-safe bowl and following
the caramel package's melting
instructions), cook the caramels and
milk over LOW heat until smooth.

Spread over cupcakes. Sprinkle
with chopped nuts. Insert a wooden
stick into the center of each cup
cake.

Yield: I dozen jumbo cupcakes, or
about 2 dozen standard-sized cup
cakes. Copyright September 2001,
Taste of Home: Quick Cooking
magazine.

azine.
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Gotee artists, Relient K serve up "cheeky" new release
^

WILL

THOMPSON

Staff Writer
Arc you itching for some
music that's catchy, fun, has great
lyrics, and will challenge you
spiritually? Well, my friend, look
no further than the sophomore
release from Relient K, The

I

like "Maybe it's Maybclline" and

tunes are worthy of

"Failure to Excommunicate."
Relient K is not bashful about

being sung as praise
songs in chapel.
Perhaps the album's
spiritual high point

i.ssues they see plaguing
Christians, the church, and non-

Relient K is one of
them. Their brand

of "popular punk

When 1 Feel Faint."

rock for the mod
em teenager" sets
the heart singing
and the mouth

"Christians, we're all afraid

with a tasty dish that's best
served up loud.

goin' down in flames."

Lead singer Malt
Thiessen sings with
conviction
"when

the

It's rare to find a band who
can be honest about issues such

Beach Boy Brian Wilson cry and

as apathy and backsliding in

catchy guitar riffs that would
make Blink 182 jealous are just a

one's faith without sounding self-

that
world

laughing.
The next time

around you crum
bles, [Jesus] will be
strong."
When

Harmonies that would make

throushout the album on tracks

you're craving
some sweet rock
and roll with a

Relient

K's not sending out a

punk twist, check

spiritual message,
they're rockin' out on
such subjects as the

out Anatomy of the

Tongue in Cheek.
You won't be dis
appointed. guaran

righteous.
Just as you might be scream

Sadie

ing, "Enough tongue-in-cheek-

and horses, Sound

only improved since the band's

n e s s ! " n e v e r f e a r. R e l i e n t K

like fun? You better believe it.

first album. You'll not only be

reveals a strong and personal
faith in God with songs like

Lead singer/songwriter

"Pressing On," and "These

funny and memorable lyrics

humming "Sadie Hawkins
Dance" for days after your first
listen, you'll be singing the
words and loving every minute of

Words are Not Enough." These

Hawkins

dance, Thundercats,

Thiessen's knack for writing
about non-traditional subjects has

Staff Writer
Dcnzcl Washington has
made a career of playing sympa
thetic roles the audience can

identify with. In his latest effort.

Director Fuqua (The

Washington brilliantly
brings Harris' unconventional

Replacement Killers) brings
Ayer's story to life with intensity, methods and rough attitudes to
creating a brooding, hard-hitting life. Perhap.s it is Washington's
atmosphere that propels the film history of sympathetic roles that
toward its shocking conclusion.
His casting of real gang

Relient K will be performing
with Five Iron Frenzy Nov. 2 at

Sunset Presbyterian Church in
Portland. See www.relientk.com
for more details.

other oddities vie for TV

trayal to the screen in Training Day
D AV I S

teed.

Hospitals, starships and

Denzel Washington brings dark por
K F. N N E T H

show truly posi
tive growth, but

"For the Moments

blame, and save the world from

ously spawned from the "tongue
in cheek" lyrics peppered

find bands that

Flames":

from Canton, Ohio hit listeners

The album's title quite obvi

RELIENTK

comes on the track

Anatomy of the Tongue in Cheek.
Drawing on influences such as
The Get Up Kids and Weezcr,
these four strapping young lads

album, as well. *

It's tough to

believers alike. Just take a look at
these lines from "Down in

of fire, prefer to suck on paci
fiers... I'm part of the problem, I
confess, but 1 gotta get this off
my chest, let's extinguish the
anguish for which we're to

part of what makes Anatomy not
only fun to listen to, but a great

it.

makes the debate of the film
work so well. The audience is

ratings this fall season
E VA N D I C K E N S

most interesting, with a larger

focus on the criminals and their
motives and conscqucnce.s.
Vincent
D'Onofvio is amuz.ing,
I Just as the summer brings
blockbuster movies, the fail
and the show ready should be
brings us a boatload of attempts this good every week..

Staff Writer

Training Day, directed by
Antoinc Fuqua and co-

by the major networks to make

Maybe It's Mc (Fri, 8:30.

us watch their channels. Here's a

slaring Ethan Hawkc,
Washington shatters that

guide to what to \valch~-and

WB) - WB's attempt to resurrect
the TGIF Friday family sitcom

what to miss—this fall.

concept is built around this hilar
iously upbeat show about a typi

DonT inis.s

cal teenage girl with a typical sit
com family (read: everyone

stereotype, bringing one of
the darkest portrayals in
recent memory to the

24 (Tue., 9 p.m.. Fox)—This
IS being called the new drama by
almost every major mag, and
from everything I've read, I can't

s c r e e n i n a fi l m t h a t s u c

ceeds on every level.
As the title suggests,

around her is nut.s). Unlike most

new sitcoms, it actually works.
Don't bother

Training Day takes place
over the course of one day
as L.A. cop Jake Hoyi
(Hawkc) an ambitious
rookie, joins the narcotics
unit and is placed under the

disagree. Keifer Sutherland stiirs
as a CI-\ agent trying to stop an
assassination attempt while also

tutelage of Alonzo Harris

day. It's an incredibly intriguing

Undeclared - At the risk of

onccpi, and one that 1 wouldn't

being called a prude. I have to
say that this raunchy new college

hying to save the lives of his
wife and daughter. The entire
season comprises one 24-hour

(Washington). Hoyt quick

ly discovers that Harris'

dare miss an episode of.

methods arc anything but
conventional and begins to

P i c m i e r c s N o v. 6 .

question the "street jus

NBC)- Call it ER infused with a

Scrubs (Tue.. 9:30 p.m..

tice" he witnesses. The

arge dose of Malcolm in the

audience is drawn into the

Middle and Ally McBeal. This
farcical medical comedy follows

moral

debate

at

the

center

,

,

,

of the film, as we hurtle Ethan Hawke and Denzel Washington are cops dealing with
through the events of ethical dilemas of street life in Training Day.
Hoyt's "training day."
The technical aspects of the

Certainly no one will cite it for
members as extras as well as

f o r c e d t o c o n s i d e r. H a r r i s ' v i e w o f

Snoop Dogg and Dr. Dre in sup
porting roles lends a credibility
and gritty realism to the movie.

justice on the strength of the
affection Washington has engen
dered through his earlier work.

simple story with surprising

The believable use of violence,

depth.

language, and drugs serves to
increase that atmosphere.
However, it is the perform

Training Day is an enjoy
able, riveting, and compelling

fi l m a r e e x c e l l e n t . S c r e e n w r i t e r

David Ayer, writing solo for the
first time, develops a potentially

a group of young residents
around their new place of work.

medical accuracy, but the first
two episodes have been funny as
heck, and it is clearly the best of
the new .seavson's comedies.

Enterprise (Wed.. 8 p.m.,
UPN) - I'm certainly no Star

to the intelligent thrillers of the

Trek fan. but my best friend is,
and after the premiere, he prom

ances of the leads that make the

1970s. It will be enjoyed by

ises that all Trekkies will dive

Ayer brings his characters to life

film what il is. The story is told

m a n y.

into this prequel to the oiiginal

with realism and bclievability.

through the eyes of Hawke's

Cop thrillers are notorious
for having one-dimensional char
acters and sub-par dialogue, but

His experiences on early drafts of

Viewers should exercise

U'57l and The Fast and the

ingly portrays Hoyt's inner con

Furious have given him the

flict as lie begins to question his

caution, however, as the film has
been rated R by the MPAA for
"brutal violence, pervasive lan

opportunity to hone his skills,

beliefs in the face of what he

guage. drug content and brief

and it shows.

sees.

nudity."

October i 9, 2001

Officer Hoyt. Hawkc convinc

action/drama that hearkens back

scries, and even non-sci-fiers

might Imd something to enjoy.
Law & Order: Criminal

Intent (Sun., 9 p.m., NBC) -This
third L&O series is by fur the

III.side Schwartz - A ridicu

lous waste of the po%l-Friends

time slot with no big laughs and
a tenible running joke of sportsrelated daydreams by the lead
c h a r a c t e r.

comedy just tries too hiu-d with

its barrage of sex jokes. It throroughly fails to be funny.

Thieves - A very boring and

redundant dramedy about two
expert liiieves who just can't
seem to stop coming up with
witty comebacks for each other

Might be more interesting if
cither lead character would shut
up.

Emeril - Do you think that

basing a prime-time network sil

com on the mildly interesting
Food Network cooking show is
good idea? Of course you don't
Here's proof.

Obviously 1 didn't come
close to covering them all. but
hope this gives you a staiiin

point. Feel free to Foxmail ....
with any cornments or thou"hts
m

e

on the new shows. Happy chan
nel-surfing!
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^Bruin

volleyball

.
slips

but

S
P
O
R
T
S
doesn't fall down

SEQTTBUR^HART
Stajf Writer

I am sure we have all heard it

said before: if at first you don't
succeed, try, try again. Good

advice for the disapointed Bruin

volleyball team after they

received a pair of losses this
weekend on a trip to eastern
Washington.

The Bruins faced the
Whitworth Missionaries, ranked

18th nationally, last Saturday and

were swept in three games 30-23.

30-21. and 30-25 in Spokane.
The bright spark in the dark
ness of defeat was the fact that
the Bruins were able to outblock

Whitworth 11-4. with Shelly
Schultens putting up a game high
seven blocks.

The fact that the Bruins are

the top-ranked blocking team in
the conference didn't hold a can
dle to the fact that the
Missionaries dominated the

Bruins in hitting percentage for
the match, .204 to .068.

Saturday night's game

seemed like a repeat of the previ

ous night's outcome, as the
Bruins fell to the Whitman

Missionaries in a heartbreaking
3-2 loss in Walla Walla.

After two games, the Bruins

PISBY SOK

Head Coach Steve Grant demonstrates defensive technique to setter Mindy Cotner (left) and defensive specialist Heather Peeples at a recent home game against Warner Pacific College.

were leading Whitman two

24, 30-24, 27-30, 30-32, 11-15.

games to none. However, the
Missionaries, who are ranked
seventh in the conference, came

Even with Schultens putting
on a magn/flcent display of tal
ent, leading the Bruins in both

from behind and stole the match

defensive and offensive cate

away from the Bruins in five
games. The final scores were 30-

gories, the Bruins still left the
gymnasium with their heads

hanging that night. Schultens led
the Bruins with a hitting percent
age of .408 and a game high 23
kills for the night.

nine blocks for the Bruins as the

the weekend, the Bruins rank

team combined for a total of 19

fourth in the NWC. They will
have to fight their way back to
the top and attempt to pick them
selves up and try again.

blocks on the night.
The Bruins must now look

She dominated the net on

back on the week prior to these

defense against the Pirates as
well, by putting up a team high

mishaps, in which the Bruins
swept both Lewis & Clark and
P a c i fi c 3 - 0 .
This was a week in which
Mindi Cotner was the conference
honorable mention.

A week that posted confer
ence-leading numbers for the
Bruins, in digs with an average of
23.34 per game, and in blocks
with an average of 2.70 per game.
Let's not forget to mention
the individual conference-leading
stats of Cotner. who led in digs

The Bruins face Willamette

Tuesday and will try to get back
in the flow of winning once
again.
As is true in any case, it is
not always easy to get back on

your feet and give your all again.
But I guarantee that the Bruins
will be hungry for a win and

nothing can kick the losing blues
quite like a much-necded win in
Miller gymnasium.

with 4.85 and Schultens, who led
in blocks with 1.39.

UPCOMING

A week declaring Cotner a
nationally-ranked player at 22nd
for assists with 11.49 per game. A
week that gave Insight on the
races up the all-time list by
Schultens and Cotner.
Cotner moved into 6th in

assists with 2,079 and 9th in digs

GAMES
H Sat. Oct. 20 vs.

Puget Sound
7 p.m.
A Fri. Oct. 26 vs.

with 247 all time. Schultens

L i n fl e l d

climbs the alltime block list as

7 p.m.

she now sits in 4th with 211,

chasing sister Amy with 347. She

H Sat. Oct. 27 vs.

is also ranked 9th in aces on the

Pacific Lutheran

all-time list with 83.

7 p.m.

Even with these numbers,

the Bruins must put it together on
the court as they attempt to
recover from their losses.
Last weekend left the Bruins

H Fri. Nov. 2 v.s.
P a c i fi c

7 p.m.

with a bitter taste in their mouths

and plagued by the question of
what went wrong.
Going into last weekend, the

H Sat, Nov. 3 vs.
Lewis & Clark

7 p.m.

Bruins were ranked 25th in the

PISFiY SOK

J 1 into practice what Coach Grant talks about.

Freshman Stephaine Reedal puts mto p

nation, 8th in the western region,

H = Home

and 3rd in the conference with a

A = Away

record of 14-2.
After their two ]os.ses over

b U 4 «
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Numbers are short, but hard work is evident in cross country
STEPHEN

Washington "B" team won the

women were Kristcn Norgaard at
20:07.54, 192nd; Ashley Crisell
at 21: 10.36,280th; Sarah Jertbcrg

GIRDNER

Staff Vi/riter
The George Fox cross coun

meet, followed by the University
of Puget Sound.

Richard Mosley of Simon

at 23:20.41, 362nd; and Dana
Cavaliere at 23:20.81, 363rd.

October 6, the teams traveled to

36th out of 39 teams. Matt Burg

Fraser won the men's 8,000m
race with a time of 25:05.9. Burg
was the Bruins top runner at

Salem

Willamette

had the top time for the Bruins at

27:52.3, good for 63rd place.

Invitational, the largest meet on

26:45.80, 165th overall; followed

Towne, in only his second race

the West Coast. There was a total

by Forrest Towne at 27:16.80,

try teams ran in two large meets
in the past two weeks. On
for

the

T h e m e n ' s t e a m fi n i s h e d

of 788 runners at this meet, many

209th; Kris Clifton at 29:44.40,

342nd; Nathan Paisley at

from Division 1 schools. The sec
o n d m e e t , t h e P a c i fi c L u t h e r a n

29:46.30, 346th; Rob Oaslin at
31:05.50, 370th; and Chris

University Invitational, was com
paratively small but larger than
most of the other meets, with

Kelley at 35:34.20, 399th.
At the PLU invitational, the

over 250 runners.

fi n a l m e e t b e f o r e t h e N o r t h w e s t

the season, and his prospects for
the meet.

season because of the young men

and women in the program and

Northwest

Championships

since rejoining the team at mid-

done to help them get better.
"They are working hard, get

season, ran a 28:01.4 to place
66th. Following them were

ting better, and most importantly,
endeavoring to remain compati

Paisley at 29:37.0, 100th; Clifton

ble with one another.

at 30:27.8, 124th; Gaslin at
32:29.6, 136th; and Kelley at
36:21.3, 148th. Simon Fraser
University took top honors in the

"Any untimely injuries or ill
ness will be devastating to our

runners, who had the chance to

i.sh, while the men finished 10th.

Bruins before the NWC meet

to finish in the middle of the con

compete against some of the best

Dana Boyle of Puget Sound

Oct. 27, giving them this week

ference.

teams in'the West. Because there

won the women's 5,000m race

end off. The NWC meet will be 9

were many runners, though, the

with a time of 17:23.4. The top

a.m. at Bush's Pasture Park in

"It is a tough conference and
our relative youth and inexperi

good times did not result in good
places for the Bruin runners.

runner

Salem.

ence will make it difficult for us

race.

Both George Fox teams fin

cerned, we will be hard-pressed

to be a significant player in the
championships. It will be our sec

T h e w o m e n ' s t e a m fi n i s h e d

Norgaard, who was 41st at
19:51.5. Moyer was right on her

ished 5th in the conference races

33rd of 36 teams in the 5k race

heels with a 19:55.8 which

last year. The Bruins will be run

which was won by the University
of Hawaii. Rebecca Rising was

placed her 43rd. They were fol

ning against only Division HI

lowed by Crisell at 21:26.1,
92nd; Jertberg at 22:57.7, 110th;

teams at the NWC meet.

With the NWC meet coming

much improvement we are able

and Cavaliere at 23:10.1,113th.

up. Coach Wes Cook commented
about his experience thus far in

to make over the last month of

The

University

of

Salem, OR

son. As far as NWCs are con
This was the last meet for the

again the team's top runner with a
time of 19:53, placing her 167th.
Also running for the George Fox

Bush Park

are so short on numbers this sea

was able to run to a 9th place fin-

was

Conference

team performance because we

was a great experience for the

Bruins

A Sat. Oct. 27

their work ethic, willingness to
listen and learn, and to try and get
done what we believe needs to be

Conference, the women's team

the

RACES

"Its been a mo.st enjoyable

The Willamette Invitational

for

IIPrOMING

ond race on the Willamette
course so we will have an excel
lent chance to measure how

the season."

Maybe
- just maybe —

B I RT H D AY:

MAJOR: Business

Administration - Marketing

it's God you're

Concentration

WHEN DID YOU FIRST
S TA R T R U N N I N G C R O S S

looking for.

C O U N T R Y : I fi r s t r a n c r o s s

country my junior year in high
school. I'd run track for sever

al years before that and the XC
coach convinced me to try

At Fusion, we care about discovering God,
wherever He may be found.

cross country.

If you're Interested In looking for Him with us, stop by.
You just might find what you're looking for.

HOMETOWN:

TEAM GOALS: Develop

Springfield, OR

BIRTHDAY: Oct. 1, 1979

good unity throughout the
entire team in a way that forms
base which will pay divi
dends of improved perform
ance for years to come.

MAJOR: Chemisti-y

TEAM OUTLOOK: After

AGE:

22

the top three, the rest of the
WHEN

DID YOU

FIRST

S TA R T R U N N I N G C R O S S
C O U N T R Y: M i d d l e s c h o o l .

team is freshman. So they're
very young and fairly inexperi
enced.

7th grade

TEAM GOALS: Enjoy the

Fusion is Evergreen Christian Center's

TO

PORTWNO

Sunso(Hwy(Hwy2a)

4400 HVi Gkncoe Road
in Hillsboro

Evorgreon Rd.

Olencoo

High School

lenge ourselves to become bet
ter people as well as runners

the world.

r a c e

FUTURE PI ANS:
F R I D AY S

Graduate school in Chemistry

7,30pm
I N F O R M AT I O N

rvrmfTMi

abroad for a couple years.
Grad school. Finish changing

to improve ourselves every

♦

I Ve f e / o f fl t e d fl f

sweet sport of nmning. chal

TEAM OUTLOOK: Work

College-age Community.

503.648.7168
EMAIL

cmangineili@eccfoursquare.org

L

Chris & Jenifer Manginelll
Fusion Pastors

FUTURE PLANS: Work

A N I N T E R S T I N G FA C T
THAT MOST PEOPLE
DON'T KNOW ABOUT
YOU:

1) Tillamook Medium

Cheeder Cheese is quite possi

AN INTERSTING FACT

bly one of my favorite foods.
(It's yellow color doesn't hurt.)

THAT MOST PEOPLE
DON'T KNOW ABOUT

2) And an interesting fact that

with big eyes named Linn

haven't used a tray in the Bone
since sometime my sophomore

YOU: i have a stuffed frog
Loyee.

NO one wants to hear about: 1

year!

October 19, 2001
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Men's soccer chases league title and maintains NWC place
A A R O N s r H M AT T T 7
Staff Writer

The George Fox Bruins began the

month of October in sole possession of
second place in the Northwest Conference.

Now. two weeks and four games later,
not much has changed. The Bmins had to

face four tough league opponents in suc
cession, and held their ground. While no

longer dominant in conference play,
George Fox has continued its pursuit of a
league championship with vigor.
The team's first match-up of the
month was against the leading Whitworth

College Pirates. The Pirates, who were

ranked 25th in the country going into the

game, were not about to lie down and take

their first league loss of the season.

While both teams came out mentally
prepared, it was the heads of Pirates

Rawiey Doggett and Brandon Carlson that

were the deciding factor. Doggett con

nected on a header off a comer kick from

Scott Kerwien halfway through the first
half, and Carlson made it 2-0 one minute

into the second by heading in a crossing
pass from Eric Johnson.

has scored 2 goals in his career at Fox, was
the deciding factor in this match. His sec

another late-game upset. In the game

ond career goal came with less than five

their way of a conference title.
The next two weeks will be crucial for

against Willamette, Hunter had the Bmins

on board in no^time, netting a goal only a
minute and a half into the game.

the Bmins as they face cellar dwellers

minutes left of the second overtime, and

the Bruins walked away with a crucial win
on the road. This game featured 81 shots

Bearcats could do nothing to penetrate it

goal.
Despite the barrage, both goalkeepers
kept their nets empty until Calder Hughes

until late into the second half. In the 67th

of Whitman scored in the 73rd minute.

on a fast break.

senior Bruin star Bryan Erickson 10 min-.
utes later.

league lead.
George Fox then headed north to face
the Whitman College Missionaries.
Whitman was winless in the NWC, and

the Bruins were hoping to regain some
momentum by notching another "W."
Senior Defender Nigel Hunter, who

games begin at PLU at 2:30 p.m. on Oct.
20.

broke through and evened the score at one

U P C O M I N G

After a silent first overtime. Hunter

time. Bearcat Ben DeSanno found the net

five minutes into the second overtime,

yards out. His only other career goal was
also a game-winner against Western

however, and the Bruins were handed their
third conference loss of the season with

Baptist last season. Sophomore Bruin
keeper Ron Besser saved 14 shots. The
win kept Fox on pace in the conference as

tough cross-town rival Linfield to look

they retumed home from the road trip.
Up next for the Bruins was the
Willamette University Bearcats. The
Bmins lost the previous meeting between

George Fox's number last year. They beat
the Bmins 2-1 twice on route to a league

the two earlier in the season. Coach

plan against the Wildcats.

Manfred Tschan had high hopes for the

G A M E S

individual game plans and the game
remained knotted through the first over

ended the marathon with a shot from 15

A Sat. Oct. 20 vs.
P a c i fi c L u t h e r a n

2:30 p.m.

forward to the next day at home.
The Linfield College Wildcats had

A Sun. Oct. 21 vs.

Puget Sound

title.

2:30 p.m.

This year, the Bmins had a different
Win.

H Fri. Oct, 26 vs. Whitman

Tw i c e .

game.

everybody has contributed when called

on goal. Whitworth goalkeeper Ben

against Whitman and Whitworth. The

minute, Willamette's Brian Lund finally

Brownlee found the net off an assist from

a n d t h e P i r a t e s f u r t h e r s o l i d i fi e d t h e i r

Bruins continued pressuring the Pirate
defense, outshooting them 6-1 in the final
30 minutes, although putting only one shot

PLU and UPS, followed by a huge series

Both defenses took control of the

Oakley deftly deflected the single shot,

a rebound at the 62-minuie mark. The

The Bmin defense took over, and the

between the two teams, with 47 of them on

"We are planning to get a series split
with Willamette and Whitworth. In every
other game we will be trying to get the
season sweep," said Tschan.
When asked how the team was feeling
about their progress, Tschan said, "We
could be a little healthier, but everybody
deals with those issues at this point of the
season. One of our strengths has been that

The Bruins mounted a comeback,
with Senior Merrick Brownlee scoring off

Unfortunately, Fox fell victim to

2:30 p.m.

After shutting down the Wildcats 2-0
in McMinnville earlier this season, the
Bruins repeated the feat for the season
sweep, this time in Newberg. Bmin soph

H Sat. Oct. 27 vs. Whitworth

omore Jesse Johnson started off the scor

ing in the 39th minute off an assist from
Brownlee. Sophomore midfielder Max
Sorenson iced the victory three minutes
later with an unassisted goal.
The Bruin defense stood strong for

2:30 p.m.
H Sat. Nov. 3 vs. Pacific

2:30 p.m.

the remainder of the match, and the Bmins

upon.

broke the three-way tie for second place in

" f a m c o n fi d e n t t h a t w e w i l l s t i c k

logelber and play hard. If we do thai we
will get the results we deserve. The
healthy guys will need to play a little
more, and the new guys will have to get
into the game rhythm quickly."

the conference.
The Wildcats had been tied with the

Bruins and Willamette, but George Fox
shook off Linfield and now only have
Willamette and Whitworth standing in

H = Home

A - Away

Lady Bruins outshot by tough opponents as Pitner looks on
game with a barrage of shots
against the Bmins' goal, but jun
ior goalkeeper Cori Wulf held the

A B B Y R I N E

Staff Writer

UPCOMING

Bearcats scoreless until the sec

The past couple of weeks

ond half. From a total 27 shots,

proved to be grueling for the
Lady Bruins. They faced a vari
ety of challenges, such as match
ing up against top-ranked teams,
ending two games in overtime

only 2 broke through the Bmin
defense, but that was enough to
claim the 2-0 victory.
After a string of tough loss

injury.

L i n fi e l d W i l d c a t s o n O c t . 1 4 .

es, the Bruins were ready for a
home field brawl against the

and losing a valuable player to
The Bruins opened the week
with a brutal overtime battle

Althougli the Wildcats dominat
ed offensively, with 34 .shots

against the Whitworth College

defense would not back down.
After two halves and one over

time period, the game remained

to zero throughout both halves.

began, the Pirates scored the first
goal of the game that would
remain unanswered, giving
Whitworth a 1-0 victory.

A Sat. Oct. 20 vs.
Pacific Lutheran

2:30 p.m.
A Sun. Oct. 21 vs.

Puget Sound

2:30 p.m.

throughout the game, the Bmin

Pirates. Although the Brums
were outshot 22-4, their intense
defense held the opposing score
Just minutes after overtime

GAMES

V I C K I F. H A W K I N S

Sophomore Brooke Pitner crosses the ball to a team
mate in a game against Willamette University

s c o r e l e s s u n t i l a r e b o u n d o ff t h e

crossbar gave the Wildcats an
easy goal to win the game. Wulf
added 12 saves to her league-

stress fracture in the metatarsal -

a goal fifteen minutes later to

dominating total, while the

an injury that will keep Pitner out

even

Bruins added one more confer

the

score.

But

the

H Fri. Oct. 26 vs.
Whitman

2:30 p.m.
H Sat. Oct. 27 vs.
Whitwoith

2:30 p.m.

Missionaries weren't ready for

ence loss to their 1-8 record.

martyrdom and quickly respond
ed with two more goals, upping

The past few weeks have
been tough on the Bmins, but the

the score to 3-1. A final Whitman

season

ward Brooke Pitner, one of the field ' to challenge the
Missionaries from Whitman

goal in the remaining minutes of

Wednesday, Oct. 17, gives the

the game sealed the Bmins fate,

Bmins another chance to redeem

giving them their sixth confer

themselves in a home game

Saturday's game with pain m

ence loss of the year.

against Pacific University.

H = Home

A = Away

Besides the tough loss, the
Bruins suffered an additional

of action for the remainder of the

their for^vards. Sophomore for

record, the Bmins retumed to the

blow from the injury of one or

Bmins' lead scorers, began las

metatarsal bones of her oo . ^
the game went on, the pain gr

season.

With a 1-5 conference

College. The Missionaries took

the leld in the first eleven min

A week later. Oct. 13, the

is

far

from

over.

Mindy Venable, junior mid

Bruins geared up for a rematch

against the Willamette University

Following that game, the Bruin
women have four more games
until the first round of playoffs

An examination revealed a omore Sara Gates, hammered in

Bearcats. Willamette opened the

starts Wed., Nov. 7.

utes of the game.

sharper, aird finaly Pimer had to fielder with an assist from soph
sit
out.
,
.
„
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CALENDAR & NEVVS

Oct/Nov 2001
Sunday

14

mondav

Tuesday

15

Wednesday

W o m e n ' s S o c c e r v s . P a c i fi c

Women's Soccer vs. Linfteld,
12:00 p.m.

University
4:00 p.m.

Men's Soccer vs. Linfield,
2:30 p.m.

Women's

Soccer

F 1 at Univ. of
md .M. Puget Sound,
12:00 p.m.

19

Peace Supper
6:00 p.m.

Volleyball vs.
Univ. of Puget
Sound, 7:00 p.m.

Theatre Games, 7:30 p.m.

Women's Soccer at Pacific
Lutheran,12:00 p.m.
M e n ' s S o c c e r a t P a c i fi c

Volleyball vs. Willamette
University
T-nn

-4

18

17

16

S AT U R D AY

F R I D AY

Thursday

n

Lutheran, 2:30 p.m.

m

Women's Soccer

24

23

22

25

vs. Whitman,
12:00 p.m.
Men's Soccer vs. Whitman,
2:30 p.m

Jazz Ensemble Concert

Men's Soccer at University of
PugetSound, 2:30 p.m.

Men's Soccer vs.

Whitworth, 2:30 p.m.

Volleyball vs. Pacific

Volleyball at Linfield, 7:00

Lutheran, 7:00 p.m.
Cross Country Conference

p.m.

Championships, 9:00a.m.

7:30 p.m.
Art Club

— Qua k e r

28

^ / vs.
Whitworth,
/ 12:00
p.m.

Women's Soccer

Heritage

30

29

Career Services Job Hunter's

"Japanese anime and sushi"

V' e e k —

70's dance

night, 6:00 p.m.

^ 1 Career
Services
presents speaker

1

Man of LaMancha, 7:30 pm

4

Forum

Man of LaMancha, 7:30 pm

Car eer

5

Pacific, 2:30 pm

Volleyball vs. Lewis 6t
Clark, 7:00 pm

Man of LaMancha, .8:00 pm

Man of LaMancha, 7:30 pm

Weekend

- F a m i l y

Services

6

Men's Soccer vs.

Concert, 6:30 pm

7:00 pm

—

■

—

Wind Ensemble

Volleyball vs. Pacific,

Don Asher:

"Getting into Grad School."

— W 0 o I ni a n

Workshop

Grad

School

Emphasis

We

Man of LaMancha, 7:30 pm

10

9

8

7

—

e k —

Man of LaMancha, 7:30 pm-

Man of LaMancha, 7:30 pm

Man of LaMancha, 7:30 pm

Health Fair

Jumbo Game Night

Family Weekend

11

13

12

—

Bruin

15

14

Preview

—

11 6

17
Women's Basketball at

Students in Recital, 4:15 pm 1

Warner Pacific, 5:30 pm
Men's Basketball at Cascade

College, 7:30 pm

Quaker Heritage week to focus on "Publishers of Truth"
STEPHEN GIRPNER

Staff Writer
"While most students com

ing to George Fox arc not from a
Quaker background, they still
value what they learn here from a
rich variety of Christian tradi
tions.

— Our Personal
S t o r i e s " To m M u I I c m i

put this event together.
Quaker Heritage Week is a
tradition started 26 years ago to

writing for publications in the
religious market.

Quaker game night, a reader's
coffeehouse and a panel discus
sion with Mullen and GFU pro

recognize the background of
George Fox University and to

Laughing Out Loud and Other
Religious Experiences; Where

fessors Bill Jolliff, Lon Fendal

familiarize students with the

Two

announced.

Quaker tradition. The theme of
this years event is "Publishers of
Truth: Writing as Witness," and
the speaker will be Tom Mullen.

Together; Someone Spills the

Paul Anderson will moderate

Milk; Seriously, Life is a
Laughing Matter; Parables for
Parents and Other Original

this panel discussion and students
will receive chapel credit for

Christian

Sinners; Birthdays, Holidays,

At the reader's coffeehouse,

humorist who has previously
served as a pastor, professor of

and Other Disasters: Middle Age
and Other Mixed Blessings; and

faculty, students and guests will
read brief samples of their writ

preaching, and as dean of the
Earlham School of Religion in

Living Longer and Other
Sobering Possibilities.

Richmond, Indiana. He has

His credentials make him a

Quaker Heritage Week provides
an annual opportunity for featur
ing a particular aspect of the
Friends heritage in ways that
enrich other Christian traditions
as well."

This is the thrust of Quaker

Schedule of Events
Chapel 10 a.tn.
"What Canst Tiiou Say?

The planned events include
three seminars by Tom Mullen, a

coordinator, Paul Anderson, who

Heritage Week from the pen of its

M o n d a y. O c t o b e r 7 7 .

country. He speaks primarily on
the joyous ironies of life and

"George Fox University was
founded by Quakers in 1891, and

Science Center 102

Chapel credit will be
given
Tu c s d a v. O c t o b e r ?

has been working for months to

Mullen

is

a

His works to date include:

or

Three

are

Gathered

7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.

earned degrees from Earlham

11:30 a.m.-l p.m.

very appropriate person to speak

" P u b l i s h e r s o f Tr u t h "

Pastor's Lunch "The

Reader's Coffeehouse

College, Yale University, and an
honorary doctorate of letters

on the ministry of the written
word. This theme will be carried

Art of Christian

Airium.

Communication"

Edwards-Holniun

degree at Warner Pacific College,
and is in high demand for speak

throughout the week and will
explore the role of written works

To m M u l l e n

Science Center

ing engagements around the

in ministry.

Greenroom. Bauman

W o d n e s d a v. O c i t t b e r 2 4

Auditorium

Chapel 10 a.in.

RSVP to Denisc

"What Must be Said —

Watcrcr

Proclaiming Good

503-554-2650:

News"

dwuierer@gcorgcfox.cdu

and another who is yet to be

attending.

ings for the purpose of inspiration
and ministry.
If you would like to con
tribute a reading contact Howard
Macy or Sarah Angel. For more

information concerning Quaker
Heritage Week, contact Anderson
or any of the other professors in
the Religion Department.

Newberg: Apartment rent $575-$675
Continued from page 1

To m M u l l e n

Francis Square, they are centrally

gests a target market for her new
addition to the town:

"We offer room for people
who want a different !ife.style,

small-town lifestyle."
If you would like a tour or
more information about these

quaint apartments, contact Joan

7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.

9 p.m.

located in downtown Newberg.

"Writing as a Witness"

Quaker Game Niglit-

They offer washers, dryers, and

walkability. people who want to
be able to walk to coffee, walk to

Panel Di.sciission

lYirther details to

storage room.

work, walk across the street for

via

Edwai'ds-Holnian

be released

dinner, people who are open to a

drabkin@viclink.com.

Joan Drabkin, owner, sug

Drabkin at 503.472.4094, on her

cell phone at 503.550.0518. or
e-mail

at

